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Software Engineer, Google.com Deployment - Mountain View  
 
Positions based in Mountain View, CA.  
 
The area: Google.com Engineering  
 
With analytical and code-level troubleshooting abilities to spare, Google.com's 
engineers are technology whizzes who love being in the center of the action. We 
tackle a range of complex software and systems issues, including monitoring, 
responding to and safeguarding the availability of our most popular services.  
 
The Role: Software Engineer, Google.com Deployment - Mountain View  
 
Google is looking for experienced Software Engineers with hands-on experience 
in configuring systems and networks, to help launch exciting new products.  
 
Members of the Google.com Deployment team actively engage with product 
development teams as they complete the design process, advising and assisting 
them in integrating their products into Google's production environment. New 
hires or team members must quickly learn the intricacies of our proprietary 
deployment infrastructure and use that knowledge to rapidly deploy new Google 
services into datacenters. In this role they will partner with numerous software 
developer teams across the breadth of Google's global R&D team, and help 
them launch ground-breaking products to millions of users across the world. 
Their coding skills will be called upon to improve our deployment software and to 
assist with product and infrastructure development.  
 
Requirements: 

●     BS in Computer Science. 
●     3 to 6 years of hands-on systems software development 

experience or equivalent experience in system administration in a 
Linux or Unix environment. 

●     C, C++, or Java coding experience is required. 
●     Experienced system administrators with very strong scripting skills 

(Python, Perl, bash) and automation experience will also be 
considered. 

●     Prior experience developing web applications or enterprise 
software systems is a plus. 

●     Good verbal and written communications, with the ability to rapidly 
learn and explain technical concepts. 

●     Initiative, leadership, and proven ability to work in a team. 

 
Add to job cart | View job cart

To all recruitment agencies: Google does not accept agency resumes. Please do not 
forward resumes to our jobs alias, Google employees or any other company location. 
Google is not responsible for any fees related to unsolicited resumes.

Software Engineer, Google.com Deployment - Mountain View

●     Jobs 

●     Life at Google 

●     Office locations 

●     Diversity 

●     Getting into Google 

●     Students 
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Michael
Callout
This seems like a fairly typical computer programmer position.  Provided you make less than the salary cap, you are entitled to overtime.  The salary cap is $112,320 if you work a 60 hour week.
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